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Please return to the Parkview Lobby Area, so others may share. 

“White Lightning” 

 
The Cleveland Group surveying a Moonshine Still in 1928 

Come follow the exploits of retired Sheriff Colonel Jack Ryle as he recalls one of his most memorable 
cases during his nine consecutive terms as Sheriff of Boone County, Kentucky.  Ms. Glenna Owens, a 
reporter for the Covington Gazette conducts a series of interviews with the Colonel hoping to further 
entice her reading audience and who knows, possibly win the Pulitzer. Beulah, the Colonel’s confidante 
is always on time with his daily ration of the very White Lightning he has sworn to eliminate. 
 
The plot revolves around the Waltons, a home-grown farm family hoping to supplement their meager 
farm income with a few dollars earned from the illegal production and sale of moonshine.  Their market 
place is Newport, Kentucky and all of its local activities that need their product.  However, Newport is in 
near turmoil as its numerous bars, taverns, brothels, country clubs and back-room casinos are all owned 
and operated by local businessmen, not all of whom are on the up and up. The situation is further 
complicated by the racketeers and mobsters, outside of Newport, seeking to encroach into the city. Their 
mission is to seize the very profitable business and prime territory that was begun by the locals and add 
that profit into their own coffers. Their task is to complete their mission as quickly and cheaply as 
possible. Their methods include bribery, violence, murder and anything that helps to achieve their 
mission. What it doesn’t include is normal business negotiations and methods. Those matters are for 
sissies, not the mob. 
 
This investigation, known as “White Lighting,” leads Col. Jack Ryle into the dangers of the underworld 
and the possible clutches of someone seeking more from the Colonel than just his story. Just when you 
think you have it all figured out, you may find Huckleberry barking up the wrong tree. The journey could 
be risky. But, what the heck we’ve got one more seat open. Come Join Us….   
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“White Lightning” 
The Time and Place 

 

Small town Florence, Kentucky with its 62 residents was incorporated in 1830.  Today (1951) Florence 
has grown into a small bedroom community situated just south of Covington, Kentucky on the Northern 
edge of Boone County.  The 1,500 common folks that live here work mainly in the larger cities of 
Covington and Cincinnati, Ohio – about ten miles to the North. Most of the growth in the area can be 
attributed to the intersection of US highways 42 and 25 as they feed vehicle traffic northward into the 
metropolitan areas of Covington and Cincinnati. Boone County itself has grown from a population of 800 
in 1830 to over 21,000 in current day 1951. 
 
Time and the huge increase in the use of automobiles have led to the growth of our cities and counties.  
Yet, Florence has remained a sleepy little community, seemingly just watching the world go by; as it 
affords its citizens the opportunity to forget the hustle and bustle for ten more hours before they have to 
head back to work in the big city.   
 
Colonel Jack Ryle, one of Florence’s senior citizens, is doing just that, sitting on his front porch taking 
life easy and sipping his cold frosted glass of lemonade heavily fortified with White Lightning. Jack 
watches as the sparse traffic slowly moves down the street.   Beulah Mae Miller, his long-time confidante, 
homemaker and friend (not intimate) had just finished refilling his glass and made her way back into the 
house. Col. Jack loves to sit in his easy chair and watch the world come and go.  After almost four years 
of serving his country in the Great War and another thirty-six years of solving crimes from his Boone 
County Sheriff’s office, Col. Jack thought he had earned a rest.  Now that he had the opportunity he was 
using it to his full advantage. 
 
The Colonel still wearing his Errol Flynn style pencil mustache and salt and pepper colored hair had been 
widowed for the last eight years. He couldn’t bring himself to leave or sell the old homestead he had 
shared with his wife, Linda, for such a long time.  The fond memories he had vested in his home far 
outweighed the bad thoughts of losing his wife in that terrible car crash on Highway 42 just outside the 
city limits of Florence.  So, he and Beulah Mae remained in the old white house on the corner lot where 
he could watch the world go by and still be close to his old friends and golfing buddies.  
 
Col. Jack still went golfing at least two days a week and maintained a 13 handicap in spite of his out of 
control slice. Having a good short game usually kept him from losing a lot of money to his buddies. That 
is, if you call three to six dollars a lot of money. The golf game did help to keep the Colonel active and in 
fairly decent physical shape, as he always walked the course. If you can believe the Colonel he still 
weighs in at 185 on his six foot frame. He calls it his fighting weight. 
 
Speaking of friends it seemed there was always someone sitting on the front porch with the Colonel, 
wiling the hours away through the rising smoke of the Colonel’s favorite Cuban cigars and the taste of 
homemade lemonade fortified with local moonshine. 
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Beulah Mae at sixty years of age was at least ten years younger than Col. Jack; no one knew for sure just 
how old the Colonel was and it didn’t really matter. As the Colonel always says, age is just a number 
and it is what it is. 

Most of Beulah Mae’s black ancestors had lived in the northern Kentucky area for more than a century.  
Beulah felt like she had been working for the Colonel and his family all her life and yet it had only been 
twenty-six years.  Twenty-six years of cleaning, serving and caring for the Ryle family.  In spite of the 
menial tasks that she performed as part of her daily routine, Beulah was very happy just taking care of 
Col. Jack and his home.  Actually, it was her home too since she had a small apartment in the back that 
served as her living quarters; and the Colonel always said his home is also Beulah’s home.  
 
Beulah was watching her favorite soap opera on television when the telephone rang and startled her. It 
was ringing the fourth time before she regained control of her senses.  Soon she was saying, “This is Col. 
Jack Ryle’s residence”.  Someone on the other end asked if the Colonel was in? She responded “yes” and 
took the phone and its long cord to Col. Jack on the front porch. 
 
He put the phone to his right ear and with his cigar still in the side of his mouth, said in his raspy and 
crusty ole voice,” Col. Jack here.”  A feminine voice on the other end said, “Mr. Ryle, my name is Glenna 
Owens from the Covington Gazette newspaper.” The Colonel shot back quickly, “young lady if we are 
going to get along you’re going to have to address me as Col. Jack.”  Glenna responded by saying “Col. 
Jack my editor has asked me to interview you and talk about some of your most important or famous 
cases so that we can do a special story or even a series about you; how do you feel about granting me an 
interview? By the way, I would be glad to conduct the interview at your place so you won’t be terribly 
inconvenienced.” 
  
 “Well Ms. Glenna you know I do have a very busy schedule but I’m sure I can make time for you on 
Thursday, the day after tomorrow at 10 a.m., how’s that fit into your schedule?”  Glenna responded, “Fine 
Col. Jack, just fine, and thanks, I’ll see you Thursday.” 
  
 Col. Jack put down the phone and downed the remaining liquid in his now warm glass.  Settling back 
into his easy chair he took a long drag on the remains of his Cuban cigar and let the smoke meander as it 
searched for a path of escape from the partially hidden porch area. 
 
The Colonel began to surmise to himself that, in his many terms of office, he’d never thought of one case 
as more important or exciting than another.  I’ll just have to see what my old brain can bring forth by 
Thursday morning.    
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Initial Consultation “Background Information” 
 
It was Thursday morning at 9:55 a.m. when Beulah heard the doorbell chimes. She responded almost 
immediately since Col. Jack had mentioned his pending ten o’clock meeting with Ms. Glenna Owens. 
Beulah greeted Ms. Owens and led her into the parlor to wait while she fetched the Colonel. Beulah 
estimated that Ms. Owens was about thirty-five and quite pretty in a somewhat plain manner. Her glasses 
sat high on her nose and seemed to highlight her face which was lightly emphasized with makeup. She 
also wore a modern two piece ladies business suit that accentuated the contours of her body. All of which 
made Beulah wonder what this fine lady wanted with old Col. Jack, who was many years her senior.  
 
Beulah had a slight smile on her face as she presented Col. Jack Ryle to Ms. Glenna Owens from the 
Covington Gazette. The Colonel and Ms. Owens shook hands and decided at the Colonel’s insistence to 
have coffee to begin their interview. Beulah disappeared to fetch the coffee while the two seated 
themselves. Ms. Owens spent a few minutes taking in all the mementos that had been presented, awarded 
or achieved by the Colonel at various periods in his life.   
 
The couple continued making small talk as Beulah served them coffee and an array of pastries. Finally 
Col. Jack said, “Ms. Glenna why don’t you take a few minutes and explain just what you and your 
newspaper would like to accomplish with this series of interviews”. 
 
“Well sir, as I mentioned,”—“Wait a minute Ms. Glenna, please call me Colonel or Jack, or Col. Jack but 
none of this Sir or Mr. Ryle stuff.”   “Ok Col. Jack, actually the idea of interviewing you was mine and 
not my editors’. And I hope to show how law enforcement and the protection of the citizenry have 
changed over the years; and at the same time we can inject some of the historical aspects of Boone 
County and the areas that it borders”. We can possibly include some colorful stories or humor as you 
might see fit. If things work out we could make this story into a small series with maybe five additional 
short stories.  It all depends on how the general public relates to you, your background and the way you 
conducted yourself during your nine consecutive terms in office. During your many years of service there 
must be several good stories just itching to be told. 
 
The Col. said,” give me a little information about your early life; you know like where you lived, grew up 
and went to school.” Glenna responded by saying. “I was born 35 years ago in Georgetown, Kentucky 
which is fairly close to Lexington. My family, like most folks was farmers and quite poor.  With the aid 
of a scholarship I was able to attend Transylvania University in Lexington. My major in journalism 
helped me get a job with the Covington Gazette after I graduated.  So for the last eleven years I have been 
plying my trade at the Gazette just waiting for my big story; which could be about you. 
 
Both parties laughed a little and Jack said, “Well, I suppose you must be right, there has to be a few 
rolling around in my memory somewhere if I can remember the details.  Where would you like to begin”?  
“Col. Jack, why don’t you just start talking about when you were young and see where that takes us?  I’ll 
stop you for more details at some point, right now the ball is in your court”. 
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Very well, as you know my last name is Ryle and we can trace our family ancestry back to John Ryle who 
was born at the Isle of Wight, Virginia in 1730. He later moved his family to Anson County, North 
Carolina and in 1830 his descendants moved to Boone County, Kentucky where we still live. They say 
the first white baby to be born in Boone County was a Ryle. Boone County is now full of Ryle’s; you 
can’t even spit without hitting a Ryle family member.  
 
The Colonel relaxed back into his chair and began… My father’s name was James T. Ryle and he did his 
share of populating the County with six more Ryles. When our family first arrived here they settled in the 
Belleview area where the soil was exceptional for farming.  Shortly after their arrival a small community 
began to thrive, foster and soon became known as Rabbit Hash. Most of our Ryle family still lives in and 
around Rabbit Hash and the surrounding areas of Boone County.  
 
As a teenager I went to school in Burlington, the County Seat and graduated under the school colors of 
blue and white. I’ll always be known as a Burlington Bearcat, although I wasn’t very good at athletics.  
 
After graduation I spent some time as a farm laborer, apprentice electrician and as an aspiring vehicle 
mechanic. However, none of these jobs tickled my fancy enough to make me want to devote my life to 
them. As a disillusioned teenager I began to think about the war that was taking place in Europe and how 
it might concern the citizens of America. 
 
Glenna stopped me to ask if I ever considered going to college. I told her that college was never in my 
mind at that time. I just assumed with limited funds, average grades and really a lack of desire that I was 
destined to become a man with a specific trade, just what that trade was going to be, only God knew at 
that time. 
 
I was almost twenty years old when I joined the American army during WW 1. Shortly after our initial 
stateside training our unit was shipped to the front where the thoughts of war were a reality.  Soldiers 
were being killed all around you, every day.  It wasn’t something you just read about, it was something 
that you lived with and were a part of each day of your life. The horrors of missing limbs and human 
entrails laying on the ground or some one’s head half blown away were embedded so deep into the minds 
of every soldier in the fight that they remain there for the rest of your life. The war had raged on for 
nearly five years before the Allied Armies seized the initiative and were on the verge of ending the 
conflict. 
 
The final phase of fighting in 1918 on the Western Front took place on the Somme in March, in Flanders 
in April and on the Chemin des Dames in May. My unit was involved in the breakout on the Somme, to 
the smashing of the Hindenburg Line, the crossing of the Sambre Canal and the final operations around 
Mons. My position as a military policeman provided ample training and experience to further my civilian 
career after the war.  
  
After my discharge I returned to my home here in Florence. Employment was hard to come by in those 
days but my return home came at the perfect time. Sam Peck, the long time sheriff of Boone County, 
Kentucky, had decided to retire and therefore was not running for reelection.  Sam had been our sheriff as 
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long as I could remember and always claimed to be a staunch republican. The Democrats had two 
candidates on the ticket while the Republican’s had none. 
  
With nothing more than four years of military police training and experience, plus a few medals for 
courage and bravery and the notoriety that went with them, I went to visit Sam hoping to gain his 
guidance and support.  Or possibly, even his recommendation for a job as deputy sheriff.   I had to wait 
two days to get an appointment but it was time well spent as it gave me more time to plan our visit.  
  
At the appointed time I met Sheriff Peck and marveled that he looked so young after giving 36 years of 
his life to the people and communities of Boone County. I remember casually imagining what I would 
look like after a forty year career as Sheriff.  However considering my recent military discharge and my 
unemployment; my mind wasn’t receptive to the thoughts of completing forty years as a lawman.  
 
Glenna interrupted and asked Jack to give more details of his meeting with Sheriff Beck.  The Colonel 
thought back to that meeting… We discussed the possibility of me getting on the voting ballot as a 
Republican candidate.  Beck said that if I could accomplish that, he would lend his support and vote of 
confidence in my ability to fill the office of Sheriff. He even said he would do his part to help raise funds 
for my election campaign.  Beck knew that neither of the Democratic candidates had any law enforcement 
experience.  With this in mind I basically told Beck that I intended to continue the programs and 
management style that he had implemented and adhered to during his tenure. I had figured if Beck had 
won nine consecutive elections he must have been be doing something the public liked.  My opinion is, if 
it isn’t broke, don’t fix it and that’s what I told Beck.  
  
To make a long story short I was successful in getting on the ballot and Beck was true to his word. With 
his support and backing we won the support of the citizens and with it the office of Sheriff of Boone 
County.  The county records will show that Sheriff Beck and I each won nine consecutive elections before 
we left office. I didn’t want to run for another term of office; I figured it was nice to be tied with Beck for 
that honor. 
 
Many times during my terms in office I sought his advice and guidance to help resolve a problem that 
could have impacted our citizens in a negative manner.  The citizens of Boone County knew they had lost 
a good friend when he passed in 1939. I later led the push to have a bronze portrait bust of Sheriff Beck 
sculpted and installed in the atrium of the County Court House. It was the least I could do for a great man 
and personal friend. 
 
Glenna stopped Jack at this point and said, “I believe we have covered enough ground for our first 
consultation. What do you think about having our first real interview on Monday at the same time, 10 
a.m.? 
 
By the way Jack, “How did you get the name Colonel Jack”? Jack responded by saying that it was given 
to him by his squad of military policemen during WW1. My men always said that I was overprotective 
and took care of them like a senior officer rather than a non-commissioned officer.  It basically started out 
as a friendly joke but it went on so long that they added the word Colonel in front of Jack. From then on 
they called me Colonel Jack and it has just stuck with me.  As I said it all started as a joke but escalated to 
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the point that I actually tried to treat my squad accordingly.  Since then the name has stuck with me like 
molasses on pancakes.  
 
Like magic, Beulah appeared at the doorway to provide assistance as Col. Jack escorted Glenna to the 
front door. Beulah couldn’t help but notice how Col. Jack watched Glenna as she sashayed in her tight 
pantsuit all the way to her parked vehicle. She thought again about what this gal wanted with Col. Jack? 
 
 

 
Interview # 1 “The Sin Cities Triangle” 

 
The Monday interview began with pleasantries and a sense of relaxation between Ms. Owens and Col. 
Jack. After several minutes of small talk and sipping Beulah’s coffee, the Colonel resumed his saga. 
 
On my first work day after my election I noticed a large map of Boone County in the briefing room.  
Although I had been a county resident for twenty-some years, I stared in awe at the almost 260 square 
miles of territory over which my office would be responsible for maintaining law and order. To the north 
and east our county is bordered by Kenton, Grant and Campbell counties where most of the Northern 
Kentucky illegal activities were concentrated.  The area formed by Boone and its adjacent counties is 
somewhat like a triangle, as the major roadways that run through our towns lead straight into the larger 
northern communities such as Covington, Newport and across the Ohio River into Hamilton County and 
the metropolitan area of Cincinnati.   I had been briefed that most of our crime and illegal activities were 
overflow from these northern communities.  
  
These three communities were hot beds of gambling, prostitution, moonshine, speakeasies  and related 
activities that were being served up to their combined residency of over one million johns, suckers, 
drunks or just plain ordinary Americans.  Whatever we called these people, it was our job to provide law, 
order and safety to them and their communities. Almost all of the illegal activities were occurring outside 
our jurisdiction but we were still getting the fallout of their crimes.  Robberies were occurring in Boone 
County as individuals were trying to get ready cash to support their gambling or prostitution habits.   
Murders were usually committed in our county rather than in Newport (also called Sin City) or one of the 
other dens of iniquity. Basically, they were sending their unwanted trash to our county. Newport had 
gotten its reputation as one the bawdiest spots in America in the late 1890’s when U.S. Army soldiers 
were stationed there. Even after the Army moved the soldiers to nearby Fort Thomas the soldiers still 
came back to Newport to visit their favorite drinking house and home of the most desirable ladies of the 
night.  
 
Glenna stopped Col. Jack and asked, “Why wasn’t the law able to close up these joints of ill repute”?  
Jack said, “The leaders and owners of these criminal activities wanted the steady cash flow created by 
their productive undertakings.  To insure the cash flow continued, they were willing to bribe persons or 
politicians in authority, kill those trying to horn in on their operations and do what was necessary to keep 
the out of town racketeers and syndicates from trying to take over their operations”. 
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Sheriff Beck had told me there was no way to insulate Boone County from the fallout created in the 
adjacent counties. He also said, based on a reliable tip, he knew with certainty the Cleveland Mafia 
connections were trying to gain a foothold in our ‘Triangle of Sin’. I personally believed that all hell was 
going to erupt when the Cleveland connections finally made their move into our neck of the woods. The 
local independent casino owners were going to have a fight on their hands to keep from being taken over 
by the Syndicate. 
  
The one thing that Beck and I agreed on was how our local white lighting stills played a part in the 
aforementioned Triangle.  We both knew that the average John Q Public was interested in the ‘shine 
business”, either to satisfy his own needs, to provide a source for family and friends, or to make a little 
extra cash to improve the family status.  During our earlier discussions we seemed to agree on one general 
principal, we didn’t want to prevent the average citizen from living their own life and caring for their 
family.  As long as they kept their production levels down we would try to look the other way.  But if and 
when they began to get greedy and drastically increased the production capability of their still, then I 
would have to reconsider their operation, and probably talk them into reducing capacity or close them 
down. 
 
During some closed conversations Beck alerted me to some families in the county that he felt were ready 
to or were capable of expanding their operation.  I planned to make it one of my priorities to visit those 
families, namely the Dews, Murphy’s, Walton’s and Baker families and their farms. 
  
Prohibition was voted in just before I became Sheriff; according to the new law it prohibited the illegal 
manufacture, storage in barrels or bottles, transport, sale, possession or consumption of alcohol or 
alcoholic beverages.  
 
It didn’t take a brain surgeon to realize that the business of making illegal booze would soon become a 
bigger priority than in the past.  Dozens of illegal casinos, brothels and night clubs lined the roads 
attracting customers from nearby towns like Cincinnati, Lexington, Louisville, Columbus and even 
Indianapolis. The crowds also included people from as far away as Atlanta as they traveled to Sin City 
(Newport) to gamble and see top Hollywood entertainers like Milton Berle, Jimmy Durante, “Bojangles 
Robinson, Cab Calloway and the Andrews Sisters.  
 
Fancy night clubs, restaurants and hidden gambling operated in places with top dollar names like the 
“Lookout House” in Covington, the “Beverly Hills Club” in Southgate and the “633 Club” and “Flamingo 
Club” in Newport. These places were swanky joints filled with well-heeled customers; sometimes as 
many as four to five thousand nightly.    
 
Colonel Jack paused and leaned forward toward Ms. Glenna and said, “I have given you a lot of 
background and history of the Boone County area but I have not yet answered the question you posed 
during your initial call to me last week.  If you remember you asked, “What was one of my most 
memorable cases during my time as the county Sheriff”?  Glenna smiled and replied, “Yes, Jack I 
remember – and are you now ready to answer that question?” 
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Responding in his typical raspy voice Jack said, “Yes I think I am, now that I have given you a pretty 
good overlay of Boone County and the typical problems that we faced from northern Kentucky, but I 
don’t want to jump the gun so I suggest we cover that segment during our next meeting.” 
 
“By the way Ms. Glenna, would you like to join me on the porch for one of my favorite libations and/or 
possibly lunch? I can assure you that Beulah makes the best lunches in town. 
Glenna responded by saying, “And just what is this great concoction you care about so much”?  Jack said, 
“I can’t tell you, it’s just something you have to experience.”  Glenna replied, “Very well, I’ll join you for 
spirits today. We can do lunch some other day and please, no Cubans for me, at least today”. 
 
The two moved from the parlor to the outside porch where the weather was quite comfortable as they 
renewed their small talk.  Almost as if by magic Beulah appeared carrying a nice tray bearing two tall 
frosted glasses. Glenna wondered how Beulah could do that, she never heard Col. Jack say a word to her. 
 
Obviously, this was the Colonel’s favorite mixture. Glenna didn’t know what the glasses contained but 
she thought they looked so cool and refreshing.  The choice of glasses was hers alone and she seemed to 
have a hard time selecting, almost like she thought the contents weren’t the same. When Jack assured her 
that both drinks were the same, she chose one at random.   
 

They touched their glasses together as Col. Jack said the magic word, Cheers. Glenna waited till Jack 
sipped his drink, then she followed his example. Almost immediately she began to cough as the fumes 
from the liquor entered her nasal passages. She said, “My God what is that stuff? The fumes really bite 
you and quick! But, I feel like I want another sip.”  Jack laughed as he responded, “Its Beulah’s personal 
blend of ice cold lemonade mixed with just the right amount of Boone County white lightning, otherwise 
known as moonshine”. 
   
Glenna said, “Moonshine! Does that mean we’re breaking the law?” Jack answered, “If it were still 
during the prohibition era we would be; but I don’t think there is any harm now in 1951.” He paused, then 
added, “That’s what it’s supposed to do – make you want more: you kind of get used to the fumes after a 
while, if you sip rather than gulp.” 
 
They spent the next two hours with insignificant small talk, more Beulah cocktails and no Cuban Cigars 
and definitely no further mention of the interview.  
 
The light-headed Ms. Glenna started to get up and reeled a little bit, saying, “I need to leave before I do 
something I may be sorry for later.”  Beulah entered as Jack clutched Glenna’s arm and began to escort 
her down the walk way to her vehicle.  Glenna quietly took notice, there she is again, where does Beulah 
come from and how does she know exactly when she’s needed? 
  
Jack questioned Glenna to make sure she was capable of driving home, but Beulah made a suggestion that 
Ms. Owens take a taxi, resolving the safety issue for both parties. As Beulah was calling the taxi, she 
realized what that fine lady wanted from her Colonel Jack. Beulah was smiling as she tried to conjure up 
her thoughts and lightly said, “Yes Sir, Colonel Jack is a fine man.”  
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Interview # 2, “The Walton Family” 
The next day Glenna arrived at the appointed time for their scheduled interview. Col. Jack couldn’t 
believe she looked so fresh and seemingly unfazed by the several cocktails she had consumed the prior 
afternoon.  Jack smiled at her resiliency and hoped the morning coffee would aid in her speedy recovery. 
 
Colonel Jack began the interview by gesturing to a stack of old file folders with handwritten labels that 
read ‘White Lightning’. “This is possibly one of my most memorable cases. When you open the folder, 
you quickly notice that the word FOUR is written in a column rather than in row fashion, with each letter 
identifying a potential suspect.” 
F- Fino, Albert (aka the screw) 
O- Orlando, Dutch (aka the plumber) 
U- Underhill, Geno (aka Gravedigger) 
R- Ragno, Bugsy (aka Spider)  
 
Jack stalled for a moment then said, “Before I get into the details of the White Lightning case I want to 
clear the air a little. Our friends, relatives and just plain country folks (Shiners) in Kentucky have been 
making whiskey for over two hundred years. During that time the rules of legality and illegality of 
production, consumption and sales as well as taxation of the product have changed many times.  The 
Whiskey Rebellion of 1791 imposed a federal excise tax, which the shiners and distillers refused to pay. 
As a result many of the Shiners faded from the scene. Periodically some older laws and tax requirements 
were changed and made it more advantageous for the production of shine.  Over time numerous laws 
controlled the flow of illegal shine.  Before I became Sheriff around the end of WW1 a typical shine 
family could easily make $300.00 a month.” 
 
However when Prohibition was established nationwide from 1919 through 1933 there once again was a 
substantial market for the illegally produced moonshine.  This brought the Kentucky moonshiner out of 
his family operation into a world of greedy racketeers and crooked operators who profited from his shine 
knowledge. These families were definitely over matched in the new game of Shine. They were now 
dealing with people who had no scruples or sense of fair play. Most would have you killed for a bottle of 
shine or less. Along with prohibition came a new wave of criminals with names like Capone from 
Chicago, Siegel of Las Vegas and Lucky Luciano head of the Genovese family in New York. Needless to 
say that local law enforcement was always concerned that these people, or others like them, would soon 
come to our little portion of the world.”   
 
Local “Moonshine Stills” were being raided and seized at the rate of over two a day, numbering over 
seven hundred annually. The producers not only had to defend their stills from the Sheriff and Revenue 
agents but they had to somehow fight off the outside influence of racketeers, mobsters without families 
and those with mafia backing.  
 
It was during the prohibition period 1920 to 1933 that my office was faced with the involvement of the 
“White Lightning 4”. It involved at least one of our local shine producing families being convinced that 
expansion of their still’s capabilities was the way to reap huge profits. 
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“Let me reiterate about the type of ‘criminal’ that we are talking about.  These people are just plain old 
country folks at heart.  They wanted to make the best moonshine and make people happy. That was their 
family tradition. Most of them are superstitious to a fault.  This is proven by the stills that we find and tear 
down.  One thing that we never find at a still is moonshine packed in a #13 Mason jar. Of course it’s 
usually packed in a Mason jar but never in a #13 jar. They believed if they used #13 jars they would more 
than likely get caught. One thing most of them were adamant about is drinking at the still site. Most 
commented that they didn’t drink much at the still because they had to keep their faculties when they 
were working.  As you can see, most of our Boone County law breakers were just plain ole home grown 
backwoods, uneducated type people.”  
 
Colonel Jack’s thoughts turned back to the actual case, and he began again.  I had been to the Walton 
farm several times in my early terms of office. However nothing in my visits was official business, I was 
just trying to get the lay of the land. The one thing that jumped out at me was the sense of order and 
neatness of the property. Everything seemed to be in its place; very different from your average farm.  I 
estimated their place covered a couple hundred acres, but only about twenty acres were cleared to permit 
actual farming and growing of crops.  The rest was covered in hilly forest and  overgrown terrain south 
east of Rabbit Hash, none of which was improved or cleared land for any agriculture use. Their property 
did have several small branches of spring-fed creeks running with crystal clear water, normally 
considered a perfect ingredient in making ‘shine.’   
 
My visits with the Waltons, Ned and his wife Irma, both of which were about 45, including meeting their 
kids named Major age 20 and Tommy three years younger at 17. I had enjoyed meeting with Major who 
was only a few years younger than me. Tommy was still in high school and playing varsity ball with the 
Burlington blue and white Bearcats.  Usually families involved in bootlegging are not involved in high 
school sports and related activities.  Based on this I believed that if the Waltons were involved in making 
moonshine it was definitely on a small scale.  They couldn’t make sufficient volume to help supply the 
Triangle area and still participate in community activities.  The family only had one car, a Ford sedan, 
although I did see a nice looking team of mules down by the barn.  There didn’t seem to be any roads or 
paths heading into the hills and forest area. Nothing seemed suspicious, but I asked myself, if they are 
running a still where is it and how big is it?   
 
The Walton family is like most Kentucky farming people, they own a dog that has the run of the farm and 
even the neighboring farms.  No one around here keeps their dogs penned or tied up.  “Huckleberry,” the 
Walton’s Blue Tick Coonhound was no exception.  I remember my first visit to see Ned and Irma, old 
Huckleberry sniffed and bayed at me for about 15 minutes before he was satisfied that I should be 
allowed to visit.  Ned said, “Huck would tree any varmint smaller than himself”. And that’s a pretty big 
varmint when you notice Huckleberry is 27 inches tall and weighed almost 80 pounds. 
   
Ned joked that Huckleberry could smell a coon, or a varmint or even a revenuer for a half-mile and that’s 
a pretty good nose.  Of course, we all laughed when he said revenuer, which I’m sure was mentioned for 
my benefit.    
 
The oddest thing I remember from my several visits to the Waltons was their pet Macaw. We were sitting 
in their living room having coffee when I heard the strangest voice I had ever heard.  I could swear I 
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heard somebody say, “The Sheriff is coming. The Sheriff is coming”.  Then the voice stopped.  The 
entire Walton family began to laugh at my surprise reaction.  Then Irma explained that they owned a 
talking Blue-Yellow Macaw parrot; a variety that lives to be 35 years of age. Their bird was about seven 
with a three foot wing span. She mentioned that her sister had given them the parrot as a gift.  Irma 
continued on about the bird’s first and fourth toes being turned backwards so they could better hold on to 
the limbs of trees. I remember telling her that I was at a loss for words, having never even heard of a bird 
like that, let alone seen one before – I took her word about the backward toes… About that time I readied 
to take my leave, thanking them for the Walton family hospitality, and asking, “By the way what time 
is the Sheriff supposed to be coming?”  Everyone laughed as I started my car and headed back to my 
office in Florence.  
 
Glenna suggested that they adjourn today’s interview and resume two days later at the same time. Glenna 
was even more surprised when Beulah was jolly on the spot with Glenna’s jacket, even when Jack hadn’t 
said a word about adjourning.  Glenna smiled as usual but remained suspicious of how Beulah was able to 
anticipate things. 
 
The following day Colonel Jack met his three golfing cronies at the Boone County Country Club for a 
well-deserved round of golf. The weather was inviting and everyone seemed to be up to the challenge of a 
two dollar Nassau wager. Nassau normally includes $2.00 on the front nine holes, $2.00 on the second 
nine holes and $2.00 on the combined eighteen holes.  So, with a total of six bucks at stake, the match 
began.   
 
Almost five hours later the foursome returned to the Clubhouse where they enjoyed a cool drink and 
collected or paid off their wagers.  Col. Jack wasn’t happy with his game that day and ended up losing his 
six dollar bet. Not wanting to spoil his image, Jack decided that he wouldn’t tell Glenna about losing 
today’s golf match. 
  

Interview # 3, “Things get HOT” 
Warning: Some slight sexual content on page 14 of this section. 

The following day Glenna decided she would do something different for her meeting with Col Jack. She 
stopped and purchased cinnamon rolls and coffee as a surprise for the morning gathering. Then she began 
wondering just how Beulah would respond to her actions. Upon arriving, Glenna was in disbelief when 
Beulah announced she hadn’t made any refreshments today.  Beulah displayed a wry smile when she 
heard Glenna utter the word, “Damn”. 
 
Colonel Jack seemed to be on top of his game as he resumed his reminiscence of the case; he remembered 
that as he was walking to lunch at the local diner near the bus station he noticed Tommy Walton driving 
down the street in a relatively new vehicle; it was definitely not the Walton family Ford sedan. My 
thoughts quickly went to the how or why the family needed a second vehicle.  Tommy’s vehicle looked 
like it could carry a heavy load and the engine sounded like a lot of horses trying to work their way out 
from under the hood.  I started to smell something fishy going on at the Walton’s farm down Rabbit Hash 
road. My office had recently received messages from the Kentucky State Police about several vehicles 
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traveling at a high rate of speed on Dixie Highway headed north into the triangle. A brief description of 
one of the vehicles indicated that it was similar to the one Tommy Walton was driving. 
 
I decided to take Joe Anderson, one of my deputies, with me as we visited the Walton’s.  I had not 
mentioned the Walton’s South American friend to Joe as I was interested in how he would react if the 
bird came out of hiding.  Sure enough, as Irma opened the front door to greet us, we heard this weird 
voice saying, “The Sheriff’s here, hide the shine! The Sheriff’s here, hide the shine!” Before I could 
say anything Joe pulled his weapon and ducked for cover.  Irma started laughing and I joined in as I tried 
to get Joe to relax.  He too was laughing after we introduced him to the Macaw parrot.  
 
Irma told us Ned and the boys were not at home.  I then asked for her permission to look around based on 
rumors of strangers being seen in the area.  Old Huckleberry, the blue tic hound followed Joe and me as 
we inspected the barn and other small out buildings. The barn was neat as a pin, nothing out of place. But, 
I was concerned when I didn’t see the two mules I was expecting to see in the barn.  That meant the men 
had two cars and the team of mules out doing something.  To me that added fuel to my theory that 
something was definitely fishy at the Walton farm.   
 
We spent the next two hours exploring almost two hundred acres of prime ‘still’ property without finding 
any thing that even looked like a new factory to make moonshine. We did find what I believed was Ned’s 
old still, but you could tell it had been closed down for several months. So what have the Walton’s been 
up to during the past few months? I couldn’t answer that question but I sure aimed to find out.  Joe and I 
went back to the barn, picked up our patrol car and headed to the office while Old Huckleberry was 
howling at our departure. 
 
A few days later the Kentucky State Police sent another message about the late night speeding vehicles on 
Dixie Highway but this time they included a partial license plate number of B-41.  I began to wonder just 
how fast these guys were traveling when the KSP couldn’t even get a license plate number. I remember 
thinking they must be topping the 100 mph mark.  
 
A week later I decided to initiate a different course of action and invite the Walton’s son, Major, to lunch.  
I was waiting at Bob and Jeans Diner in Florence, when Major drove up in a fairly new four door brown 
Packard that I had never seen before.  I made a note of the license number for future reference.  
Inside we both ordered the Bar B Que pork sandwich with fries and I washed mine down with a Coca 
Cola in a small green-glass bottle. I personally like the small bottles rather than the big ones.  They seem 
to make the Coke taste better. Major didn’t seem to care about my green Coke bottle theory since his 
choice was Mountain Dew. 
 
Soon our small talk turned to his family and brother Tommy. Major said mentioned that Tommy was off 
visiting relatives. I decided to catch him off guard by asking him how the shine business was going.  He 
stumbled a little in his response but then shook his head while telling me they had closed the little 
enterprise down about three months ago, adding that they had a reasonable supply for personal use.  I 
knew he was telling me the truth about the original still location because Joe and I noticed it last week 
during our inspection.  I remember asking how the family could afford to live without the income from 
the still, but Major just shook his head and told me that if his dad wasn’t worried, why should he be?     
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Our conversation turned to whether or not Major knew or had ever heard of Rip Marley, but Major said 
the name wasn’t familiar. I really didn’t think he would acknowledge knowing Rip, especially since he 
was found dead that very morning near the northern county line. The early rumors indicated that he was 
murdered by someone interested in buying or taking over his Newport, Flamingo Club, and all the 
activities that go with it. Word around was that Rip’s brother, Taylor Marley, had survived the attack and 
was in hiding. We all believed that the Marley’s would never agree to sell the Flamingo club.  They both 
had worked too hard and long to give up what they built. But I guess it was hard to argue with two 12 
gauge shotgun holes in your stomach. 
 
Before taking my leave of the diner, I left Major with a few words of advice - Keep your family out of the 
gang war in the Triangle. I believe Marley’s death is just the beginning.  I recall Major looking at me, 
smiling as he told me that sometimes people don’t have a choice in matters like that, then he thanked me 
for my concern, adding that he appreciated it. 
 
 
Col. Jack stopped his story as Glenna indicated she was ready to call a halt to today’s proceedings. Then 
she said, “Jack if you don’t mind I’d like to accept that lunch and cocktail you offered me last week. That 
is if Beulah doesn’t mind my intrusion”. Jack said, “Of course we can have lunch and you know Beulah, 
she is always prepared”. 
 
The words had barely been spoken when Beulah entered the room carrying a tray of goodies and two 
frosted glasses filled with the specialty of the house. Beulah said, “Ms. Glenna would you like to dine on 
the porch veranda or in the parlor?” Glenna responded by saying, “I think the porch would be lovely 
today”. 
 
The lunch began with Glenna saying, “I hear you need a loan from your banker”. Needless to say Jack 
was somewhat taken back and responded with, “What makes you say that.” She said the scuttlebutt on the 
street is that you lost six bucks at the golf course. ” Where on earth did you hear that?” probed Jack. 
Glenna replied that, “a little bird told me.” Jack uttered, “I’m going to kill that little bird tomorrow.” Then 
they both started laughing as they enjoyed the wonderful luncheon Beulah had prepared. 
 
Two hours and two rounds of cocktails later Glenna mentioned it was time to go home. As she started to 
rise Jack noticed she was a little unsteady and tried to help support her. Before either of them knew what 
was happening they were melded together in a long and passionate kiss.  The timing was right and the 
mood was right; with no thought of the difference in their ages or of possible consequences to come, they 
eagerly continued their embrace. There were no words of love or passion said at the moment, only their 
carnal desire controlled their actions. 
 
Together they made it into Jack’s bedroom and began to disrobe. Acting like two love starved people the 
infatuated couple was soon joined together in their own rhythm of love.  Their very being was consumed 
by their mutual fulfilment.  This moment would forever be etched in the minds of both the young and old.  
Glenna in her youth acknowledged this adventure as a special moment in her life; while Jack finally 
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relived the images and fantasies of yesteryear and tomorrow. As Glenna lay next to Jack she immediately 
had the feeling Beulah already knew of their encounter.  
 
When the couple finally got up and dressed, there was no sign of remorse or regret by either of them. 
Glenna giggled and said, “Gosh Jack I don’t think I can drive home, I am still a little giddy.” 
  
Beulah solved that dilemma when she entered and said she had called a taxi. Beulah finally knew what 
that young fine lady wanted from her Colonel Jack and she was okay with it. Glenna looked at Beulah in 
admiration, thinking she must have the place bugged. 
 

Interview # 4 “meet Mary Lou Ryle” 
Warning light sexual discussion on this page 

 
Glenna arrived in a local taxi for their next scheduled meeting.  She seemed satisfied that her car was still 
parked where she left it two days ago. Beulah was nowhere to be seen, leading Glenna to believe that she 
had finally got the best of Beulah’s anticipation or Extra Sensory Perception or whatever special power 
she possessed. The word that Glenna was thinking of was Psychic. Col. Jack greeted her with a hug and a 
short kiss on her cheek. About that time Beulah entered the parlor with a tray of fresh coffee and pastries. 
Everything seemed to be back to normal again. 
 
Jack continued with his saga by telling of the events that followed his visit and lunch with Major Walton. 
Diving right into the story, he related that his conversation with Major at the diner must have sparked 
some interest among the Walton family because he received word that Tommy’s girlfriend Mary Lou 
Ryle, (no kin to Jack) wanted to talk with him. Mary Lou was very prompt, arriving at 1:59 for that 2 p.m. 
meeting.  I remember grabbing two cokes as we made our way into my office.   
 
Trying to make Mary Lou at ease and relaxed, I told her to just start talking and I’d try to keep up with 
her.  I could tell she was nervous so I tried to get her to take deep breaths.  As she began talking she soon 
got into a rhythm with which she was comfortable.  She began by telling me she was Tommy Walton’s 
girlfriend but lately their relationship had changed and gotten out of hand.  She said it all started several 
months prior when they decided to go on a picnic one afternoon.  She recalled that she thought it was a 
good idea and the weather was perfect. They decided to go across the road from the Walton farm, to 
property owned by the State that also included the old Shawnee Indian burial grounds.  They explored the 
land, found a few arrow heads and walked until they found a nice secluded spot on the side of a fairly 
steep hill where they spread a blanket on the grass and proceeded to fool around. She told me that she and 
Tommy didn’t do IT and never had but they did enjoy just making out.  In the midst of them ‘doing their 
thing’ she began to notice a lot of bats just coming up out of the ground. Tommy didn’t seem too 
interested in the bats because his attentions were elsewhere, but she was so distracted that he started to 
pay attention. They had continued to watch until the stream of bats stopped. Mary Lou said that they got 
clothes back on and went across the hill to where they had seen the bats coming out of the ground.  They 
were both amazed at the size of the opening into the bat area.  The crevice or opening was very small but 
they could see inside and the big black hole looked enormous.  Using their hands they removed enough 
sod and dirt to make an entrance that so they could see inside the cavern.  It was definitely a cave, just 
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like the one she had seen at Mammoth Cave. They wanted to explore but it was starting to get dark so 
they decided to keep their secret and go back the next day.   
 
The next day they took picnic supplies and a lantern from the farm and headed to the bat cave.  They 
entered the small opening and slid down the wall of the cave to the bottom where they could hear the 
trickle of water.  Tommy led the way with the lantern making their own trail until they discovered what 
looked like a man-made trail which leading them into an adjoining room that was even larger than the 
initial cavern.  Mary Lou said that Tommy had held the lantern high, lighting up the entire room so they 
could see a small underground stream of clear water meandering through the cavern.  Next to the stream 
they could see the fragments of a camp fire that must have been used over fifty or more years ago. They 
assumed it was an ancient Indian campfire since nearby they found several relics of Indian nature from 
years gone by. 
 

When they were about 200 feet from the cave entrance when Tommy put their blanket by the stream and 
they began to unpack their supplies. Mary Lou said that she accidently dropped a canteen and it rolled 
into the stream and began to float away, but that Tommy was only concerned with finding a spot for the 
blanket and getting his afternoon Mary Lou fix.  Afterwards they explored a larger portion of the cave and 
found several underground streams and various shafts or caverns off the main passageway; including 
three skeletons that looked like they had been killed with a tomahawk that was lying nearby.  Everything 
they found looked really old and probably was untouched for many years. Mary Lou said that they knew 
this because there was so much undisturbed bat guano on the cave floor, especially in the area where the 
bats slept and hung out. 
 
For the next few weeks Mary Lou and Tommy went to the cave every day to explore its layout, Tommy 
kept saying that the cave being the perfect place to set up his family’s still.  He said all they had to do was 
figure a way to get the supplies in and the product out.  Mary Lou said that before she knew it the entire 
family became involved in shutting down the old still and starting up the new location. Everyone was 
convinced it was the perfect location and capable of expansion. Even the smoke created by the still would 
remain inside the cave without creating a problem or tipping anyone off to the still’s location.   
 
Thus the decision was made and the family soon became more involved in the Triangle. Their new 
operation was capable of yielding at least ten times the volume of shine they had been producing with the 
old still. Shortly after the expansion they began to buy additional cars with reworked engines capable of 
100 mph and more and Tommy was busy almost every night, which bothered Mary Lou to no end.  
 
She was confused about the changes in Tommy since the family built their new still.  He spent all his 
extra time at the clubs and houses in Covington and Newport and Mary Lou just knew Tommy had been 
with some of those loose women since he seemed unsatisfied doing the things he and she used to enjoy.   
 
At this point I hurriedly interrupted to ask whether Tommy seemed to have more money since they had 
expanded the still.  Mary Lou confirmed that there was a lot of extra money these days – and, she thought 
he bought a gun. She hadn’t seen it but he talked about it a lot. Almost as an afterthought she told me that 
a few days after losing that canteen into the underground stream, they had found the canteen in one of the 
streams running near the burial ground – Tommy was excited about that saying that the creek next to the 
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new still location actually flows outside the cave. She though that might have been a help when they 
needed to move the shine out of the cave.   
 
By then I had received a lot of information from Mary Lou, but wondered just what she had come to me 
for, so I asked her point blank… She became somewhat flustered then told me it was her hope that I could 
prevent Tommy from being a criminal and possibly even save his life. She just wanted everything to be 
back like it used to be – she just wanted her boyfriend back.  I reassured her that I would take it from 
there and do my best to separate Tommy from the problems and events that had already occurred.  I 
reminded her that if he had gone past the point of no return my attempts to help would be futile.  I showed 
her out of the office, finally, after telling her to call me if she had any new information.  
 
The next morning our office received word of another body being found near Turf Way Park.  
Preliminary reports indicated that it was Taylor Farley, the brother of Rip Farley who had been found 
dead the prior week. Taylor, too, had two shotgun blasts to his mid-section, probably 12 gauge shells with 
number 4 shot. So much for Taylor’s attempts to hide from those guys, whoever they were. I couldn’t 
help wondering who the new owners of the Newport Flamingo Club were, now that it’s two former 
owners were dead. I did know the cost of the club was pretty cheap, only about the price of four 12 gauge 
shotgun shells.  
 
Right about then I figured it was about time to check out the Flamingo Club and see what was happening 
on their home turf. That evening my deputy Joe Anderson and I started north towards Newport on Dixie 
Highway, driving Joe’s personal vehicle.  We hadn’t gone more than ten miles and I told him to stop at 
the White Castle Hamburger joint at the next intersection.  White Castle burgers are not only good but 
they are addictive.  I have been enjoying them by the sack full since I was a teenager.  Actually there are 
only two or three bites to a Castle burger. But, what can you expect for a nickel? The W/C burger is 
cooked with onions and always has at least one little pickle under the bun.  As usual, we got the burgers 
to go and were back on the road in a matter of minutes.  Two sacks of White Castle burgers would get us 
to Newport.   
 
Soon we had crossed the Licking River Bridge headed into Newport - our car, our breath and our clothes 
smelled like cheap burgers after the two of us had consumed about two dozen of those little devils. It was 
a good thing we had Tums with us, because after eating that many White Castles you could always count 
on getting heartburn and indigestion.  
 
Judging from how busy the Flamingo parking lot was, you could tell there wasn’t a lot of mourning going 
on inside the Club. Soon Joe and I (neither in uniform) were seated at an upper balcony table overlooking 
the dance floor.  Our location provided us with an exceptional advantage point to observe the clientele, 
management and possibly VIP’s from out of town. We assumed their casino was operating in one of the 
back rooms since we couldn’t see it from our vantage point. 
 
It didn’t take long to spot a nearly hidden corner table on the first floor with two couples that seemed to 
be enjoying themselves.  Joe was almost at a loss for words as he recognized the two young men as Major 
and Tommy Walton. The girl with Tommy seemed to prove Mary Lou’s theory that Tommy was in fact 
getting sexual lessons from a more experienced partner. I almost felt sad for making this discovery. 
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As we looked on, a shabbily dressed heavy set man stopped to converse with Major and Tommy.  Neither 
Walton said anything other than an acknowledgement.  But as soon as the man left, the brothers left the 
table and went their separate ways.  On a hunch, I followed the man to a table filled with VIP’s and 
without attracting attention was able to determine the identity of the mystery man. My informant 
mentioned that the visitors were from Cleveland, Ohio and some had mafia connections.  According to 
my informant the Cleveland group had big plans for the locally owned casinos and clubs in the Triangle. 
  
I learned the man was Geno Underhill also known as the “Gravedigger”. Geno usually worked out of 
Cleveland, but here he was in Newport.  I thought that was quite a coincidence, Geno shows up and 
within two weeks, two Newport underworld kingpins are found murdered. It was plain to see that the 
Cleveland group came prepared to enforce their plans.  Armed with some new background information 
Joe and I headed back to Boone County. 

 
A few days later Mr. Ned Walton came into the Sheriff’s office seeking some advice. I offered Ned one 
of my Cuban cigars as I ushered him into an office where we could talk in privacy. As the room began to 
fill with cigar smoke, Ned started the conversation by mentioning the friendly relationship his family had 
with the former Sheriff and how he hoped the friendship was mutual and would continue.  I smiled as I 
told Ned that it was never my intention to harm his family, unless there was no way to avoid it. I then 
asked Ned to just tell me what was bothering him and maybe I’d see what I could do about it, if anything.  
 
Ned commenced by confirming the closing of his old still, the opening of a new still inside the cave and 
the moves his family had taken to increase their shine production and profit. Then he launched into a 
nervous tirade as he mentioned that some out of town hoodlums came to the farm and threatened his 
family with all kinds of terrible acts of mayhem unless they agreed to do as they said.  It seemed that the 
out-of-towners wanted Ned to increase his production, sell that product to them at a reduced price and 
basically turn the Walton operation over to the new owner’s.  They had been forcing Tommy and Major 
to transport their shine to the various clubs and activities in Newport. According to Ned the out-of- 
towners had even committed terrible crimes while his sons were riding with them.  Ned told me that he 
could overlook some criminal acts, but murder was a different matter. Ned related to me that, according to 
Major, this group had high aspirations for the local area, which included much more of what was already 
happening.  I responded by asking Ned if he knew or remembered the names of the people that visited his 
farm and made the threats. Ned responded that he remembered some of them and that his boys could fill 
in the others. 
 
I listened as Ned tossed out a few nicknames – Bugsy, a guy named Fino and a very nasty guy that 
everyone called the Gravedigger. Ned related that a couple of the henchmen, especially a guy they called 
“Three Fingers” were well armed with guns.  Most of them carried revolvers except for the machine gun 
that Three Fingers was lugging around.  And oh yes, remembered Ned, there was another guy named like 
that city in Florida, he thought it was Orlando.  Ned told me he thought Three Fingers was going to kill all 
of them when the parrot squawked “the Sheriff is here, hide the shine, the Sheriff is here, hide the 
shine”.               Ned smiled a bit as he related that Bugsy and Fino were trying to find a place to hide as 
the parrot kept screaming, the Sheriff is here. But, Ned’s smile disappeared as he described the 
Gravedigger standing his ground like he was daring the Sheriff to show up so he could kill him.  Ned  told 
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me that I’d better watch out for the Gravedigger guy.  I remember knocking the ashes from my cigar, as I 
told him I’d talk with my deputies and formulate a plan to get the Walton family out of their trap, before it 
got sprung.  I advised Ned to do whatever they wanted to bide us time, and that I’d get back to him soon. 
 
After Ned Walton left, I began putting the pieces together. Based on information available through other 
agencies I knew that some of the men described by Ned were from the Cleveland area and at least two of 
them are Made Men of the Mafia. In this case Made Men meant that they had worked their way up 
through the mafia ranks by accomplishing certain tasks like committing a murder or making vast sums of 
money for the family.  These guys had all the right connections and credentials to be real problems for the 
local authorities. I also knew that the one called Bugsy had been tried several times for murder, but never 
convicted. 
 
My deputies continued to work on the two murder cases but kept getting the same results.  Everyone they 
interviewed said they “saw nothing, heard nothing and know even less”. I replayed my conversation with 
Ned, especially the part when he mentioned not condoning murder. I started thinking that maybe Ned’s 
kids knew something – something that might get the investigation moving in the right direction. 

 
I devised a plan and made an appointment with the Boone County District Attorney to present the plan for 
his approval.  I was basically asking for immunity for the Walton family in exchange for their help in 
apprehending and convicting the guilty parties.  The DA knew it might be possible to obtain live 
witnesses plus wire taps and conversations from wired individuals if the plan worked.  He had no trouble 
in protecting a local family in exchange for putting a few out of town bad guys in prison. The key to the 
whole plan was getting the DA to approve immunity to the Walton’s for their help. 
 
I left the meeting with an approved plan and a positive attitude and headed to the Walton farm to put the 
plan into action. When I entered the Walton home I was again greeted by the family parrot with, the 
Sheriff’s here, the Sheriff’s here. I began to outline the plan which required the assistance of someone 
from the family in exchange for the complete family immunity for illegal activities before and during 
their time as uncover agents working with the Sheriff.  
 
I asked the boys, Major and Tommy, just how much they were involved and what they knew about the 
plans of the Cleveland group. Both admitted to transporting shine from their still to the delivery point in 
Newport. Sometimes they had ended up in high speed chases by the local police. Those near captures had 
helped them to earn some trust with the gang. Consequently each had been asked to perform go-for duties 
to run errands and perform menial tasks for the group.  In fact, Tommy said he was present when the last 
Marley brother was located, killed and disposed of by the Gravedigger.  As a reward the group gave the 
brothers a few dollars and set them up with a couple ladies of the night as a bonus for a job well done.  
 
I wasn’t certain if the boys knew the dangers involved but I needed one or both of them to continue 
helping the Cleveland group in their activities – continuing to be a snitch for my office in exchange for 
the family immunity program.  
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After securing their agreement I outlined a plan for the boys to follow as far as contacting me and 
carrying out orders from the mob. I told them to just continue what they were currently doing and pretend 
they were interested in making more money and possibly becoming a part of the group. I added that 
sometime in the future I might have to ask them to wear a wire, but that decision would be made down the 
line. 
 
After speaking with the rest of the family, as I was ready to depart, Irma Walton thanked me for being a 
good Sheriff and a friend to her family.  I gave her a quick hug and was leaving when the parrot 
squawked, “The Sheriff is our friend.”  I remember thinking that bird was really a quick learner. 
 
Glenna interrupted Jack by saying that today’s interview was much longer than the other sessions and that 
she felt the need to adjourn for the day.  She also declined to stay for lunch or refreshments.  Quite 
possibly she was feeling a little remorse about their spontaneous actions two days ago; and mentioned 
that she needed to get her latest draft of the interviews completed for her editor. Jack said he understood 
and gave her a quick peck on the cheek as she casually walked to her vehicle. Glenna looked over her 
shoulder and reminded Jack of their Thursday meeting, at ten a.m. 
 
                                              Interview # 5 “Revelations” 

 
Thursday morning Glenna arrived a little late for their interview session. She was also looking a little 
disheveled and definitely not the normal perky Glenna that Col. Jack had become accustomed to seeing. 
Jack asked her,” If she finished the interview draft and wanted to know how it was working out”. She 
curtly said, “Let’s talk about this later, right now why we don’t resume where we left off on Tuesday.” 
Glenna was so out of it this morning that she didn’t notice that Beulah wasn’t there to greet her.   
  
Glenna’s depressive demeanor this morning had made the Colonel very much uneasy; so much so that he 
didn’t know what to make of it.  As he stammered a little bit he continued where he left off on Tuesday. 
 
My office had tried to anticipate many of the problems associated with having personnel in undercover 
operations. However in this case, the one thing that we didn’t plan on was a security leak within our own 
organization. An unknown individual had contacted the Cleveland Four group and told them the two 
Walton brothers were working undercover for the County Sheriff’s office.  Immediately their cover was 
blown and their lives were endangered. 
 
Of course, not being there to provide my own personal account of events; I can only relay or tell the story 
as relayed to me by the Walton brothers during our interrogation and debriefing  
 
When the word got out that the Walton brothers were working with the Sheriff’s office, we heard Geno 
the Gravedigger went ballistic. At this point they couldn’t take any chances, the boys knew too much to 
be running around loose – they had to locate the brothers. Together the group decided the boys were 
unaware that they had been found out and that if they followed the Walton’s regular routine they could 
catch up to them.  Having been there previously, Digger took them to the Walton family home, hoping to 
find the boys there. When they arrived there were no cars in sight.  Digger knocked on the door but no 
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one answered.  He responded by kicking in the front door, only to hear the squawking words of the parrot, 
the Sheriff is our friend, the Sheriff is our friend.  Hearing this he yelled that his group were the only 
people in the world that didn’t know the Waltons were working for the Sheriff - Damn it, even the Parrot 
knew. Thinking perhaps the boys were at the new still, they headed to that location. Gravedigger and his 
three men had entered the small opening into the cavern and were immediately immersed in darkness.  
They could see a small patch of light at the actual still site a few hundred feet away. The light was 
provided by two lanterns turned on low wick.  
 
At that point, Bugsy thought he saw someone moving near the still and let loose with a quick burst from 
his Tommy gun. The bullets hit the copper vats and made metallic sounds like that of a Jamaican steel 
drum musical band echoing throughout the cave.  Their target had moved into the darkness, and the 
cavern was now fully consumed with thousands of bats that had been awakened and agitated by the guns 
noise.  The darkness was illuminated by the tracers of gunfire leaving the barrel of the weapon and the 
cave began to smell of gunpowder.  Bugsy thought he might have hit his target and moved as quickly as 
he could toward the still location.  Following the beam of his flashlight he hurried to the spot where he 
might find the body.  As he neared the still his light beam picked up the remains of a skeleton near the 
clear water stream and drew his attention for a second. It was at that time he tripped on the skeleton bones 
and tumbled into the cold, clear waters of the flowing stream.  Being from the city, Bugsy of course 
couldn’t swim.  
 
The other men could do nothing but watch as Bugsy’s sinking flashlight lit up the clear water and showed 
Bugsy’s body sinking deeper and deeper into the flowing stream.  He continued to flail his arms but his 
body soon went out of sight as the flowing stream disappeared in the underground depths of the cavern. 
The still burning flashlight was now lying on the stream bottom about 20 feet deep and creating a 
yellowish pool of water in the cave almost like a partially lit swimming pool late at night.  
 
It was practically impossible to move around in the cavern without being hit by the frightened bats as they 
sought safety or escape. The high pitched beeps and sounds emanating from the full colony of flying bats 
was overwhelming to human ears.  
 
Digger directed his men to spread out and find those Kentucky snitches – adding that he could stand 
murderers and rapists, but he detested snitches. He was also furious that Bugsy had lost the only Tommy 
gun the group had with them. Digger seemed more concerned about the Tommy gun than he was about 
the drowning of Bugsy.  From now on it was pistols only or hand to hand combat.  To Gravedigger, either 
method worked just fine for him.   
 
Dutch (Orlando), said “Boss, can you see either one of them, followed by I don’t see anybody”.  
“Damnit Dutch, get your ass down here and start looking.  We can’t leave this place till they are dead, or 
we are, do you understand me?  Dutch and Fino said “Yes Boss”.  With that both men turned on their 
flashlights and began to move toward the partially lit still. 
  
Tommy and Major Walton were concealed in the shadows about fifty feet from the still. Both were trying 
their best to prevent the small light at the still from highlighting their exposed bodies.  They were both 
armed, although most people wouldn’t think of Tommy’s 22 caliber pistol as being armed. Major 
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whispered to Tommy, let’s stay together, if we separate we may start shooting each other.  Tommy said, 
“How long do you think it will be before Col. Jack and his men get here.  I don’t know, Major replied, 
“let’s just try to protect ourselves and stay alive and don’t forget our plan.  
 
Everyone heard Dutch yelling at Gravedigger about all the bat dung (guano) that was being excreted by 
the thousands of flying bats in the confined space of the cavern. Digger yelled back, “Don’t worry about a 
little bat crap, get out there and find those snitches”.     
 
Dutch moved closer to the Still and mistakenly placed himself between the partially lit stream of water 
and the darkness of the cave allowing his body to be perfectly highlighted. Almost immediately the cave 
was again filled with the exploding sound of gunfire and the red trail of the flying bullets.  The dull thud 
made by the bullets striking the target was hardly heard, considering the chaos and confusion in the 
cavern. Major knew he had hit his target and realized the fight had been reduced to two on two. 
 
The Gravedigger yelled out to Dutch, where are you Dutch? Damn it Dutch answer me. There was no 
reply.  Major whispered to Tommy that he was going to move away from the Still and deeper into the 
cave. He told Tommy that he expected someone to follow him. If someone does follow me, I want you to 
move in behind him so that we have him in a cross-fire.  Tommy said Ok, but don’t forget I only have a 
22 caliber pistol.  
 
Al Fino called out to Digger and said watch out for those snitches because they are crafty.  I think both 
Bugsy and Dutch are out of the fight. Its only you and me now Boss. Fino had just finished speaking 
when he noticed a dark figure moving away from the Still into the depths of cavern.  He knew it wasn’t 
Digger so it had to be one of the snitches. Al tried to be as quiet as he could and still not lose sight of the 
person in front of him.  
 
Al stopped dead in his tracks when he realized he couldn’t see the snitch anymore.  At that moment Major 
emerged from the darkness and shined his flashlight directly into the eyes of Fino. Al was temporarily 
blinded and wasn’t able to shoot at Major. That created a major problem for Al Fino as three small 22 
caliber bullets fired by Tommy Walton found their mark in Fino’s midsection causing him to crumple 
into the fetal position at Major’s feet.  
 
Digger had heard the commotion and let loose with a hail of bullets in the direction of the sounds. He was 
firing at random since he couldn’t really see a target, but he felt obligated to respond with some type of 
reaction. 
 
Digger couldn’t believe that he was now the prey rather than the hunter.  It was time for him to resort to 
something clever so he could even the score. Digger didn’t know it but one of his random shots had 
glanced off a nearby rock and hit Tommy in his right thigh. Major did not see the blood but realized that 
he needed to apply a tourniquet. Using Tommy’s belt he was able to stop or at least slow the bleeding.   
 
Without a plan in mind, the brothers began to move back toward the Still and hopefully catch Digger off 
guard. Tommy found it extremely difficult to make time while being wounded and in pain. Major was not 
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as alert as usual as he was helping Tommy walk. Major then decided it would be best to hide Tommy in 
the shadows and do what he could to eliminate Digger. 
 
Digger in the meanwhile knew the brothers would have to return to the front of the cavern to exit the 
cave.  He positioned himself accordingly and waited.  Time continued to pass as he continued to wait in 
ambush.  Tommy began to believe that Digger had exited the cavern and returned to Newport. It was then 
that Tommy decided to move back to the still where he and Major could exit the cave.   
 
As Tommy was hobbling along the darkened path he was accosted by the Gravedigger who was armed 
with two handguns.  Digger looked at Tommy and said, I’ve finally got you, you little snitch.  I’ve been 
waiting for this chance ever since I found out you were working for the Sheriff.  So, where is your older 
brother, you piece of dung?  Tell him to come out or I’ll shoot you where you stand.  And before I kill 
you two, just tell me why you were working for the Sheriff; I treated you guys like you were my own 
kids.  
 
Tommy looked at Digger and said, “We weren’t working for the Sheriff. We were working for ourselves.  
It was our ambition to own the business that you and your buddies from Cleveland wanted so badly.  We 
figured the only way we could achieve that would be to eliminate you and your cohorts.  So we decided to 
help the Sheriff eliminate you and gain immunity for our actions at the same time. Beginning tomorrow, 
or very soon, the Walton’s will be the new owners of the Flamingo Club, the Lookout House, the Beverly 
Hills Club and The Top Hat Club. Our family of Four Walton’s will replace your Cleveland family and 
live happily ever after as the kings of Newport and the Triangle of Sin. What do you think of the little 
plan that our father, put together as a legacy for his family?”  
 
As Tommy was finishing the story, Digger interrupted and said, “Well I guess your little plan won’t work 
now since I have you.” Before he could finish the sentence Major standing nearby in the darkness shot 
Digger three times saving his younger brother. It was definitely in self-defense and would further enhance 
their story to Sheriff Jack, if he ever arrived.  
 
Major helped Tommy out of the cave and back home where their parents were.  Ned called the Sheriff’s 
office only to be told that Col. Jack was on his way. In the meantime, Irma Walton did what she could to 
tend to Tommy’s wounded thigh.   
 
When the Sheriff and his deputies arrived Major told them the complete story of how the Cleveland guys 
learned of the Walton’s working under cover with the Sheriff’s Dept., the brothers flight to the cave and 
the battle that ensued  including how the two Walton brother’s had killed the Cleveland family.   
 
The Sheriff confiscated the Walton’s weapons, noted the broken front door and then sent his deputies to 
investigate the crime scene in the cave. They were satisfied with the account as described by the brothers. 
Their story was further collaborated when the body of Bugsy floated to the surface in a deep pool on the 
Walton farm. The body, definitely drowned, was full of scrapes and bruises received when the body hit 
against the sides and roof of the cavern as it floated downstream.  
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Tommy Walton spent two days in the hospital undergoing treatment for his wounded right thigh. Of 
course, Mary Lou was always at his bedside.  Tommy didn’t seem to mind. 
 
A hastily convened Coroner’s inquisition looked into the sequence of events surrounding the deaths of the 
four mobsters from Cleveland.  Sheriff Jack testified that the Walton brothers were working for his office 
and had previously been granted immunity for past crimes and possible future crimes committed while 
performing their undercover operations. This agreement was signed and approved by the County 
Attorney’s office. The deaths of the three mobsters were ruled as justifiable homicide at the hands of the 
Walton brothers.  The fourth death was ruled an accidental drowning.  The inquest was adjourned by the 
County Coroner with no charges or crimes levied against anyone. 
 
My office didn’t know it at the time but the Walton’s had already struck a deal with a shady attorney to 
begin transferring the names of their selected pieces of property from the Cleveland family into the 
Walton family name.  Supported by forged documents the shyster had no problem in completing the 
required transactions.  Within a week the family took possession of the properties and began to run the 
operation, but in a more civilized way.  The casinos, brothels and clubs were open for business as usual; 
but managed in a way to prevent outside problems. Their plan was to operate basically within the law.  
They didn’t want any legal problems that would interfere with their day to day management and the 
profits that were rolling in. 
 
The Newport real-estate transactions didn’t involve Boone County since the deals were executed in 
Campbell County. However, as the Sheriff I began to worry about the true story of the deaths of the 
Cleveland group. I soon realized that my office and I were duped into believing the Walton’s wanted to 
support law and order. Legally there wasn’t much I could do except wait and see what the future held in 
store for the Walton family.  Glenna, sensing this was the end of the story began to probe Col. Jack for 
more details, hoping to be able to tie the previous interviews into a nice, well presented package for the 
newspaper and her readers. Col. Jack told Glenna, “He would not provide any more details until she told 
him why she was so down and depressed this morning”.  With this in mind Glenna relented and began to 
explain her feelings.   
 
She said, “That she was ashamed of her actions the afternoon they made love.  She went on to say it was 
very unprofessional of her and definitely not in keeping with her teaching and writing experience”. I 
thoroughly enjoyed the afternoon and will remember it forever.  I have remorse that it happened but 
would probably do it again, under the right circumstances. Everything just seemed so right and wonderful 
when it was happening. It was almost like it was completely out of our control. There, “I’ve said it, is that 
what you wanted to hear”? 
 
Jack tried to ease her feeling by saying that it wasn’t anyone’s fault.  “The situation just evolved like a 
chemical reaction to the personal desires stored within our bodies. When we blended that with the white 
lightning, the mixture exploded into a passionate afternoon. And like you said, it was completely out of 
our control.  Without placing any blame, I believe we should just accept the fact that it happened and 
enjoy the pleasure we shared at the time.  Let’s just see what the future holds.”Glenna said, “I agree, now 
let’s get back to the business at hand”.   
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Final Interview # 6 “The Prologue” 
 

When you wallow with pigs you can expect to get dirty 
 
Colonel Jack continued his story by” telling that Ned Walton had developed a family plan he hoped 
would lead them to the riches he felt the family deserved.  The plan involved eliminating the Cleveland 
people and basically taking over the four pieces of property of their choice. They hoped to be able to keep 
their management legal under the eyes of the local authorities. The chosen properties were all within the 
limits of Campbell County. So as the Sheriff of Boone County my office had nothing more to do with the 
Walton family, except to insure they weren’t involved in the production of moonshine”.  
 
Ned’s plan worked for about a year until other factors not under the Walton’s control began to affect the 
family plan.  Things like local hoods and gangs and the drug trade began to cause problems at their clubs, 
all of which stirred up problems with the local authorities.   
 
Tommy’s life changed when he married Mary Lou Ryle; however their relationship was soon on the rocks 
because he couldn’t stay away from the merchandise he sold in his brothels. Four months later Tommy 
was killed in Newport by the irate husband of a waitress that worked for Tommy.  The husband was 
convinced Tommy and his wife were having an affair. Affair or not, Tommy is now buried at the Boone 
County Baptist Church cemetery. Major Walton assumed the management of Tommy’s club in addition 
to his own. 
 
A few months later Newport was visited by associates (mafia) of the deceased Gravedigger group from 
Cleveland.  They were anxious to get revenge for their organization and Digger, their friend.  All kinds of 
unlawful events started to happen at the Walton’s clubs, none of which were under their control. The most 
startling event was a robbery at Major’s Beverly Hills club in which Major, the eldest son was killed.  His 
body was so riddled with bullet holes the officials believed the killing was a hired hit rather than a 
robbery gone bad.  The Baptist cemetery had another customer.  
 
Ned and Irma Walton, alone now with four clubs to operate began to hunt for a way out of the business. 
They would probably say they didn’t want any of the cheese; all they wanted was to get out of the 
Trap they were in.    
 
As Sheriff of Boone County I was again involved with the Walton family, about six months after the 
death of Major, their son. My office and the local Fire Department responded to a call concerning a fire at 
the Walton family home. 
 
When I arrived I was greeted by Huckleberry and his incessant barking at me and the firemen. As I exited 
my car I couldn’t believe my ears, coming from a nearby tree I heard the raspy squawking Macaw Parrot 
saying, the Sheriff is our friend, the Sheriff is our friend.” Many times I have heard the comment that 
God works in mysterious ways; that’s the only explanation I can offer for the Parrot and possibly the coon 
dog surviving the fire that had consumed their home and all living things in it.  Everything pointed to the 
fact that both Ned and Irma Walton had perished in the burning home and created two more bodies for the 
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Boone County Baptist Cemetery.  Without a lot of forethought I decided I would take old Huckleberry 
home with me and even the parrot if I could catch him.   
 
Eighteen months is all the Walton family needed to go from their normal family life, to a life of crime and 
the resulting punishment for those crimes.  And that my dear Glenna is the end of the White Lightning 
case.  I will conclude by telling you that Huckleberry and the parrot lived nearly six years with me and 
Beulah before they passed away.    
 
Glenna said, “Oh Jack, you have given me more than enough to create a really good article for the paper.  
I’m sure the editor will love the intricate details you supplied. I’m certain the story will create a lot of 
interest among our readers, and who knows he may want to publish a follow-up edition. 
  
Col. Jack said, “I can’t wait to see the finished product, but I must admit I am saddened to know that we 
won’t be seeing each other on a regular basis.  I’ve grown accustomed to having you make my life more 
enjoyable. What would you say if I asked you to join me now on the porch for some refreshments?  
I’d say “Col. Jack I don’t have time right now but is it ok if I call you sometime?” As he helped Glenna 
into her car he replied, “Of course it would be fine, just call me anytime”.   
 
After Glenna departed Col. Jack settled into his easy chair on the front porch and lit a brand new Cuban 
as Beulah served his frosted glass of lemonade topped with his favorite White Lightning. He casually 
blew some smoke into the air and watched it meandering across the porch searching for an exit. As Jack 
placed his feet up on the ottoman he noted that the street traffic was awfully sparse today.  It was a 
wonderful day to watch the world come and go. 
 
Beulah had just retired to the parlor to resume watching her favorite soap opera when she was interrupted 
by the ringing of the house telephone.  Picking up the receiver she casually said, “Hello, this is Col. Jack 
Ryle’s residence.”  Beulah listened a few seconds and casually walked to the front porch where she 
announced that Ms. Glenna Owens was on the phone and fancied speaking with the Colonel. 
 
 

The End! 
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